
Reef 
Habitats
 
The changing face of 
marine aquaria…



 
Combining premium styling 
with unique functionality
Our new range of Reef Habitat aquaria are the perfect  
piece of furniture for your home in which you can create  
your own slice of the ocean. Using ‘ultra-clear’ low  
iron glass for the clearest viewing experience and  
interchangeable cabinet décor panels, your aquarium  
will look great in any situation…  
and attractive with any décor! 
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Same tank, same room… 
different look in minutes
Our new ‘easy switch’ cabinet system means you can change 
the door and side panels in minutes with just a screwdriver… 
so anytime you want to redecorate or fancy a change..  
simply apply new panels to match.. without even moving  
or stopping the flow in the tank! With four options of Sleek 
white, smooth black, natural light oak or modern limestone. 
Our cabinets offer supreme clean lines with push to open 
catches and premium soft close hinges to ensure your  
animals are left undisturbed when you open and close  
the door. Your tank will look fantastic…for years to come.  
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The benefits are clear  
for all to see
50, 60 or 90cm aquariums, all supplied with an inbuilt black 
glass weir system with ‘herbie’ style pipework for drainage. 
This allows for silent operation and high flow rates through 
the sump for excellent filtration. A simple, yet functional 
sump layout, with large RO reservoir, suits a huge variety  
of different equipment. Pre-assembled pipework takes only  
a few minutes to install. Clear to follow instructions fully  
outline the whole assembly process and can be ready for 
water in less than an hour from delivery. A beautiful and  
easy to set up range of marine aquariums.
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Fitting  
Kits
Supplied with
every tank.
High quality
reefsafe
pipework and
custom fit
washers ensure
a water tight
system when
following our
simple guide.
Four piece
nozzle set
also supplied.
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Layouts shown as
seen when looking
from inside
the cabinet. 
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Perfect tanks demand
perfect accessories
To accompany your beautiful new tank and cabinet,  
you need amazing looking and hard working accessories. 
Lights, pumps, skimmers, reactors, heaters and wave  
makers are all essential for any marine aquarium.  
Our extensive range of quality products have been  
designed by experts. This makes sure your water  
is kept as true to nature as possible. 
The following items are highly recommended  
to complement your new reef habitat.

 



 
Reefscapes in minutes… 
Eco Reef
You will not believe your eyes… neither will your fish ! 
An amazing looking alternative to real live reef rock.  
This incredibly lightweight solution is pH neutral and  
highly porous for superior bacterial loading. 
Will not leach nitrates and phosphates. 
Forty different pieces to choose from. 
Perfect for marine and reef aquariums.



 
App controlled  
Reef Photon
Ultra high output, full spectrum, reef-capable lighting. 
Built-in bluetooth, for easy control via the app. 
Unique, aspherical optics offer even colour blending. 
Six individually-adjustable channels using the latest  
Cree™ and Osram™ LEDs. 
Natural reef pre-sets via geolocation. 
Multiple lights can be paired without an additional controller. 
Quiet, thermally controlled fan and includes adjustable 
aquarium mounting bracket. 
Available as a single or twin unit.



 
Surfs up…  
with the Reef Tide s
High flow low voltage DC water circulation pumps. 
Compact design for tanks with limited space. 
Four pre-set waves with controller supplied. 
Innovative impeller replicates natural wave patterns. 
Multiple time settings with push button 10 minute feed timer.  
Quick magnet mount to glass or acrylic up to 15mm thick.



 
Eco Sand

A marine based aquarium sand product that replicates  
real coral sand in a natural, sustainable way. 
No dyes, chemicals or bleach used in producing Eco-Sand. 
Green – Only recycled British, washed seashells are used. 
Due to not being shipped around the world, the sand offers 
the lowest CO2 footprint of any natural marine sand product.  
Beautifully white with fine and coarse grades available. 
Sustainability that doesn’t come at a premium price. 
 
The choice for all marine aquarists.



                                                      50cm                       60cm                       90cm 
 
Ultra clear glass thickness                         8mm                                8mm                               10mm 
Surface skimming weir                                 Yes                                   Yes                                   Yes 
Cabinet finishes available                               4                                       4                                       4 
Main tank operating volume                       104L                                  125                                    188 
Sump volume                                                  34L                                   39L                                   81L 
Sump filtration volume                                 15L                                    19L                                   42L 
RO reservoir                                                      10L                                  12.5L                                  15L 
Operational system volume                       119L                                  144L                                 230L 
Tank width                                                      50cm                               60cm                               90cm 
Tank depth                                                      50cm                               50cm                               50cm 
Tank height                                                     50cm                               50cm                               5 0cm 
Cabinet height with tank                           130cm                              130cm                              13 0cm 
Return pump water height                       150mm                            150mm                            210mm 
Skimmer water height                               150mm                            150mm                            210mm 
Sump pump chamber                      150mm x 338mm         150mm x 338mm         150mm x 338mm 
Refugium chamber                                        N/A                                  N/A                     227mm x 338mm 
Return pump hosetail                                 20mm                             20mm                             20mm 
Recommended return pump          Reef Pump 2000          Reef Pump 2000          Reef Pump 2000 
Recommended light 
Reef Photon 84w                                       1x Single                         1x Single                      2x Single or 
                                                                                                                                                            1x Twin 
Recommended skimmer                 Reef Skim 200 or          Reef Skim 200 or        Reef Skim Pro 300 
                                                             Reef Skim Pro 300*     Reef Skim Pro 300*     Reef Skim Pro 500* 
Recommended wave maker            Reef Tide 4000s           Reef Tide 4000s           Reef Tide 8000s 
Recommended ATU                          Reef Fill Compact         Reef Fill Compact         Reef Fill Compact 
 
*For highly stocked tanks

 
Tank specifications



 
…backed up with  
   50 years of experience

connect @ 
#inspirationalaquariums 
 
tropicalmarinecentre.co.uk




